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Trends over time in crash types
Onroad

To start this submission and this specific topic, it is important to establish one crucial fact regarding
the most significant trend in On‐road crashes.
Despite the negative rhetoric associated with motorcycling, the rate of motorcycle fatalities IS
falling. The statistics show that nationally, there has never been a safer time to ride a motorcycle.
How can this be so? The most significant factor underpinning the above statement is that there has
been a significant increase in motorcycle registrations in Victoria and throughout Australia. This fact
is not just limited to Australia, the trend is the same in Europe, where despite a slight lag in numbers
due to the GFC the overall trend is still upward.
Although the number of motorcycle crashes in Australia over the last 20 years is increasing slightly as
a total number, it is important to balance the figures with the acknowledgement that there has been
a huge growth in motorcycle registrationsin that time.
To put this in clear terms,fatal crash rates, which are far more useful for gaining real insight to the
extent of the problem, are decreasing as a proportion of the riding population.
The exact same scenario is occurring in Victoria and will be shown below.
Nationally
According to figures available from
http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/roads/safety/road_fatality_statistics/fatal_road_crash_database.
aspx
For the period 1998 to 2010 motorcycle registrations have risen by 100%. For the same period, the
number of four wheeled vehicles registered rose just 24%.
The following table supplied by the department of infrastructure shows the rate of deaths per
10,000 motorcycles. As can be seen the rate has dropped at a staggering rate of 5.2 overall for the
period shown and is in fact according to the most recent figures, continuing to drop.
M/C Deaths
Rate of deaths per
10,000 M/cs

1990
8.6

1994
6.5

1998
5.5

2002
6.0

2006
5.1

2010
3.4

The comparison with four wheeled fatalities is as follows:
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Four wheeled Deaths
Rate of four wheeled
deaths per 10,000
vehicles

1990
na

1994
na

1998
1.0

2002
1.0

2006
0.8

2010
0.6

As can be clearly seen, the rate of reduction for four wheeled deaths since 1998 is just 0.4 which
once again is a small decrease compared to the rate reduction of 2.1 for motorcycles for that same
period.
Victoria

In Victoria, the picture is very similar to the national situation.
Rate of motorcyclist deaths per 10 000 Victorian registered motorcycles
2001
6.75

2002
5.45

2003
3.94

2004
3.61

2005
4.46

2006
4.11

2007
3.63

2008
3.16

2009
2.57

2010
3.13

Shown below is the fatality graph lifted directly from the TAC Crashstats site on Thursday 28th July
2011

This graph shows that just as with the national stats supplied by the DOI, the overall trend has been
downward. It is worth noting that the mean average of the numbers shown above from 1990 is 49
which was the number of fatalities recorded in Victoria in 2010.
Additionally, according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics; “Increases in registrations over this five
year period have been observed in all states and territories, with Western Australia recording the
largest percentage increase (77.0%), followed by the Northern Territory (74.8%). The smallest
percentage increase was in Victoria where registrations of motor cycles at 31 March 2010 were
45.4% above those recorded 5 years earlier.”
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The positive reduction in the motorcycle road toll has been reported in the motorcycle press, but as
yet there has been little recognition in any other media.
http://www.bikesales.com.au/news/2010/australias‐motorcycle‐road‐toll‐down‐19879
While the numbers of motorcycle fatalities are not a good example of the overall situation. What is
obvious is that the amount of growth in the number of registrations for motorcycles is far, far
greater than the growth in four wheeled vehicles.
Finally, given the fact that the last 20years has seen such significant changes in the technology of
safety for four wheeled vehicles as evidenced by the development of traction control, widespread
use of ABS, airbags both driver and curtain, the question perhaps should be:
“If the four wheeled fleet is technologically so far ahead of motorcycles, why are four wheelers
performing so poorly, compared to the massively increased numbers of motorcyclists that have
only very recently gained traction control on high end models, gradual increase in ABS use and the
most recent emergence of airbag technology into protective clothing?”
To quote the Victorian Auditor‐Generals Report on Motorcycle and Scooter Safety Programs ‐ Feb
2011, “
As the reduction targets relate to a fall in the absolute number of fatalities and serious injuries
rather than their rate, they do not take account of the growth in motorcycle use.”
Further understanding
Before we can fully understand the issues of “trends over time in crash types”, we must first get a
realistic picture of the situation. This can only be achieved by a radical overhaul of the data
collection system.
This issue is one that is of major concern both here in Australia and overseas. A recommended
reference for this issue:
“Road Safety Web Publication No.11 Fatal Road Crash Reporting System: Feasibility Study. TRL
Watterson, Cookson, Minton, Lawrence. Sept 2010.” “The premise behind this work programme is
that road fatalities are preventable, but only if their circumstances are correctly described and
understood, so that appropriate remedial action can be taken.”

Recommendations
•

Acknowledge that motorcycle safety has improved enormously and that motorcycle safety
should be judged by the rate of reduction rather than the absolute numbers which are
misleading.
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•

Recommend that in order to improve the quality of all motorcycle research,there is a need
to recognise the increased numbers of motorcycle registration as demonstrated over the
last 20 years.

Experience levels of riders
To make assumptions regarding experience is a pointless exercise, as everyone’s idea of what
constitutes ‘experience’ differs. Is it the amount of hours, months or years spent riding? Is it the
variety of environments that the rider has ridden in? Even if the answers to the above can be agreed
on, at what point does experience kick in? What determines inexperienced compared with
experienced?
Most research is carried out using arbitrary definitions of ‘experienced’, which immediately makes
the results questionable. In light of the fact that in many cases it is research that drives and shapes
policy, this anomaly is central to what is probably one of the biggest issues facing motorcycle safety
today. And that is that the quality of the data collected and the definitions used to determine the
data are seriously inadequate.
An example is that Monash University recently determined that a ‘continuing’ (a term that can be
interchanged with experienced) rider is one that has held a full licence for five years and for a
minimum of 20,000kms in that time. In this context, theseappear to be reasonable numbers until
one realises that they result in an average kilometerage of just 4000Kms per year or just 77 Kms per
week, which converts to15.4 Kms per day.
Doing the same 7.7Km trip to work and then back, arguably does not constitute broad experience.
Nor indeed can 4000Kms of weekend trips carried out over a short 6 month seasonal period where
the rider rides for approximately 150Kms each weekend.
To be useful an agreed definition of ‘experienced’ needs to be established by the research
community. Experience must be broad and inclusive and include year round, varied weather
currency, a wide spectrum of riding environments that includes both day and night time riding.
Without a clear definition, any research on the subject is of limited value.
Recommendations:
Produce a standard definition of:
Experienced – a rider who has a minimum of one years, continual year round riding experience, in a
varied environment that includes both urban and open road, as well as night and day.
Inexperienced – a rider who does not have the above.
Returning – a rider who has not ridden for a period of ten years and falls into the category of
inexperienced.
Why ten years? The period of ten years has been chosen because it is a period of time over which it
can be said with some degree of certainty that motorcycles have changed significantly in terms of
technology and capability – and also a period over which there will have been significant changes in
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traffic density, behaviour, layout and of course road rules. These are the critical issues for any rider
looking to start riding again after a prolonged period of absence.
Notwithstanding the above, it is the belief of the author that the issue of whether or not a person is
returned or not should not be regarded as a significant issue. This is because the real issue is at its
core related to experience. If a rider qualifies as ‘experienced’ based on the above definition, which
is in itself a measurement of currency, then it is of no consequence whether or not they had a break
of ten years. If they do not meet the definition, then they are and should be defined as
‘inexperienced’.
Monash University Accident Research Centre among others has carried outwork in the field of rider
experience by looking at the differences between experienced and inexperienced. One finding of
considerable significance is that even with the loose definitions used at this time defining
‘experienced’, inexperienced riders take 3.6 seconds longer than experienced riders to both notice
and respond to hazards in a rural environment.Clearly, being an experienced rider produces
demonstrable benefits in terms of rider safety.
There can be no doubt that there is no substitute for hours in the saddle and that prima‐facie,
experience would appear to be a good thing, whether it be for novice riders, returning riders or even
experienced riders. This is arguably a flawed proposition as only worthwhile experience can be
construed as worthwhile. The issue of what is worthwhile is again highly contentious, as what one
person sees as worthy may seem foolhardy to another. However, if one accepts the principle that
one only learns by making mistakes, then the question becomes are the risks associated with making
a mistake on a motorcycle in order to gain useful experience,acceptable orunacceptable?
Worthwhile or not?
So what makes experience worthwhile? The acquisition of experience is a difficult subject,especially
if one accepts that the personality of the rider will also have an effect on how they learn or even if
they learn at all.
Taking a simplistic view, experiences can be broken down into two broad categories:
1. Things you need/must to know
2. Things that are nice to know
There is already considerable knowledge in the broader field of rider education regarding what
needs to be known, as distinct from what is nice to know. Most training courses available in Victoria
focus on thevery basic principlesof ‘need to know’but at what might only be described as a
superficial level in order to meet a licensing outcome.Some outline fundamental principles of safe
riding to frame the acquisition of ‘need to know’ experience, some do a good job while others do
not.
It is true to say thatthe basic training provided at learner and licence level in Victoria can only go so
far in preparing for experiences through discussion, role play and supervision. However, it is the
belief of this author that the most important tool for learning from experiences,is the skill of self‐
critique, based on live experience on the road and instruction from a qualified and experienced
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coach. Only then can the maximum value be obtained from the experiences being taught and
experienced.
In order for this to happen a complete overhaul of the licensing process and a process of aspirational
further post licence learning needs to be developed. The previously mentioned report concludes
with the following:
“Further, rather than simply trying to teach the basic skills component to an “experienced” rider, a
more effective method that affords more respect for the riders’ degree of experience might involve
the riders critiquing themselves and each other with the assistance of a coach or facilitator rather
than an instructor.”
It may be that this approach may well produce more positive results than any other type of training
so far and should form an integral part of any new licensing program that has an on‐road
component.
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The changing face of motorcycling and in particular,
Patterns of motorcycle usage over time

Motorcycling stands on the edge of a new and exciting phase. In the opinion of the author the
emergence of the electric motorcycle in very recent times and the burgeoning number of cheap
commuting eBikes is set to change the face of motorcycling forever, at least in the economy sector
of the market.
Obviously there has been a significant change in the face of motorcycling and much has already been
written about this. As has been identified already motorcycle registrations have increased, but what
is not clear is the buying choices being made and how they will change in the near future.
Commuters
The number of riders in the overall fleet actually using motorcycles for commuting is believed to be
comparatively small.However, it would seem likely that growth in motorcycle use will continue as
fuel prices rise and congestion builds through increased numbers of single occupant vehicles being
funnelled via high capacity freeways into a city that has low capacity urban feeders.
In the future, cost will undoubtedly be a significant factor, as an example of the savings offered by
my own motorcycle use demonstrates:
Peak hour journey – Nunawading to Montague Street, South Melbourne. Distance=26Kms.
Car=2001 6 cyl Ford Fairmont.
Motorcycle = 1994 BMW R1100GS
•
•

Time by car (heavy traffic) – 1.5 hrs
Time by motorcycle – 40mins
Saving – 35mins

Fuel Used
•
•
•

Car ‐ ULP ‐ @6Km per litre = 4 litres $1.40c per litre total ‐ $5.60(approx)
Motorcycle ‐ @20Km per litre = 1.25 litres $1.40c per litre ‐ $1.75 (approx)
Note that a smaller capacity motorcycle or scooter would be able to increase the fuel saving
substantially. For example:
o 250cc motorcycle ‐ @30Km per litre ‐ $1.35 (approx)
o 150cc scooter ‐ @40Km per litre – 90c (approx)

Recreational Motorcycles

Motorcycling has undergone a significant rebirth in the last 20 years for the following reasons:
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Image – Motorcycles have an image of escape and freedomthat is gradually losing the negative ‘Wild
One’ or outlaw connotations associated with their use. Instead motorcycles are now seen as largely
recreational. As people become increasingly cash rich and time poor, the ownership of a motorcycle
as a means of escaping the hum‐drum workaday stress gains increasing attraction especially
amongst older riders. The visual image of open spaces and associated outfitting in the trappings and
accessories of whatever style of motorcycle has been purchased, is both appealing and desirable.
Clubs such the Ulysses club have done much to promote the attractions of riding to those most
financially capable of uptake.
Other considerations:
Reliable – Most modern motorcycles share similar levels of reliability to cars. Some more so. The
chances of breakdown are now very remote.
Clean –Cleanliness is now measured in two ways.
•
Cleanliness in ownership and handling ‐ Motorcycles now no longer leak oil and beyond road
grime are as clean to own as most cars.
•
Emissions ‐ While motorcycles made from January 2011 will meet Euro 5 levels of emissions,
earlier machines have quite high emission outputs compared with cars. This leads to high gross
output but a small net contribution due to the relatively small amounts of motorcycles on the roads
at any one time.
Access–
In simple terms, this refers to availability, both through the licensing process and also through
purchasing information and opportunity. The licensing process as offered by accredited providers in
Victoria is widely and commercially available to anyone with the time and money to enrol. It offers
potential riders a number of benefits, possible the most under‐rated of which is the opportunity to
‘try before you buy’. No official data is available to support the notion that some riders try riding
within the safe confines of a training organisation on a hired bike, where there is no financial outlay
of major significance, and decide it is not for them. Anecdotally, through discussions with rider
trainers and through personal experience, the numbers of these people are small, however they do
exist and the safety implications are obvious.
A second consideration is that the accredited provider process is well established and reasonably
easy to access state wide. At this time there is little if anything in the way of a waiting list anywhere
in Victoria to book a course for either learner permit or licence.
In terms of purchasing, the costs associated with entry into motorcycling, range from as little as
$1999 for a new small capacity machine through to $7‐8000.
Whether or not the situation as shown will continue for a prolonged period into the future is
unknown and questionable. It is the belief of the author that the growth in motorcycle use for
commuting will be dependent on urban sprawl and the resultant travel time considerations which
relate to accessibility and convenience over and above cost.
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Uptake of motorcycles as an alternative form of transport
As has been discussed, most motorcycles are bought for reasons associated with recreation over
transport. It would be reasonable to say that most motorcycle licence holders use either four
wheeled vehicles for work, or public transport.
In terms of whether or not motorcycles find increasing popularity for transport as fuel prices etc
increase, as has been mentioned, much will depend upon the emergence of the e‐Bike (electric‐
motorcycle). There are two main types of electric motorcycle; the pedal assisted where the machine
is fundamentally a bicycle with an electric motor that can assist on hills, and the dedicated electric
motorcycle that is more like a moped or scooter, but powered by an electric motor.
In the short term there may be some increase in motorcycle sales and use, however it is my belief
that as e‐Bikes gain travel range, reliability and accessibility, then motorcyclists living within a
hypothetical 10Km rangemay well turn to these machines over and above the use of motorcycles for
the purpose of commuting.
The reason for this theory is that e‐Bikes are and will be seen as short range conveyances with a
trendy‘green’ profile that are cheap to buy and convenient to own.
e‐Bikes currently have a short range, which may change with time and development between
recharge periods and low speed (being limited to 25Kmh) which is unlikely to change. This will be
fine for those living within a short distance of their work who can find good access either on‐road or
by cycle path. Assuming that the e‐Bike journey does not require a long travel time or the need to
keep up with traffic, it represents a viable means of transport.
However, for those living further from their place of work, then a motorcycle will be the preferred
option simply because it cuts travel time significantly, can keep up with freeway traffic and it can be
parked at the place of work for free.
For non‐motorcyclists looking to make travel mode changes, the fact that e‐bikes need no licence or
registration and there will be no requirement for bulky protective clothing beyond a helmet, will
combine to be a significant factor in modal change. Added to that, even now the cost of entry into e‐
Bike ownership is very low. At this time an e‐Bike can be bought on eBay for as little as $800 As a
result the author believes the e‐Bike will supplant the scooter in the marketplace asa short range
transport modeand will potentially change the modal choice of existing short range motorcycle
riders. A workplace poll of riders and friends indicates that if there was an e‐Bike alternative that
provided acceptable range and pace, then 6 riders out of 6 would consider buying an e‐Bike as an
addition to the motorcycle.
Impact on road safety
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There are two conflicting viewpoints when it comes to road safety as patterns of use change. One is
that increased usage is a good thing as it increases experience and the others isthat increased use
will result in more trauma through increased exposure.
It is self‐evident that if numbers increase, so does exposure–yet as has already been demonstrated
by the statistics at the start of this submission, it does not follow that either increases risk in real
terms. In fact, based on the consistently falling crash rate, it could be argued that the opposite is
true.
However, assuming that motorcycle use does increase, then it is likely that regardless of whether
they are e‐Bikes, scooters or motorcycles, then there will be an exponential growth ofwhat has been
termed ‘the circle of care’.
The circle of care is based on the fact that for every PTW user, there are a circle of relatives and
friends who know that person and consequently become more aware and caring about other PTW
users. This phenomenon is best seen in places like Europe where almost every family knows
someone who rides a PTW. These are countries where traffic congestion reducing activities such as
filtering are most accepted and beneficial, which may well be because drivers are more tolerant
through direct association and familiarity with the practice in everyday driving.
Filtering is an important issue in that the current regulations regarding this practice make it illegal.
There is considerable misinformation regarding the practice, in that many bureaucrats andPolice
believe it to be unsafe, yet there is absolutely no empirical evidence to suggest that it is true. The
benefits of filtering are many and scientifically supportable. The following links allow access to a
range of documents on the subject for your information.
http://www.ma.org.au/fileadmin/user_upload/Documents/Riders__Division/Filtering_Proposal.pdf
http://www.ridetowork.org/files/docs/LANE_SHARING_A_GLOBAL_S
OLUTION_FOR_MOTORCYCLE_SAFETY.pdf?utm_source=Ride+To+Work+‐+
Main&utm_campaign=9bf87c1b14‐RTW_7_25_2011_main&utm_medium=email
http://www.ridetowork.org/files/docs/ODOTLaneSharingStudy.pdf?utm_source=Ride+To+Work+‐
+Main&utm_campaign=9bf87c1b14‐RTW_7_25_2011_main&utm_medium=email

It is inevitable that there will be a change in the use of PTWs in the next 50 years and it is certain
that there will be an increase in use. The road safety question is and should be“what can be done to
accommodate it safely” rather than “how can it be limited or even stopped?”
At this time, there has been little done to really address the issue of educating the wider road user
population. Most advertising and education is aimed at riders rather than road users – witness the
current TAC program “It’s up to you”. This cannot be allowed to continue, not just because it
alienates riders and misses its target, but simply because it misses out a significant part of the
contributory problem. No matter how unpalatable it is,there is adisproportionate prevalence of
dangerous‘bad’ driving on Victorian roads that leads to motorcycle trauma. Classic examples of
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which include ‘amber surfing’, red light running, mobile phone use and perhaps most prevalent of
all, tailgating.
Speed
The current preoccupation with speed obscures the real underlying issues ‐ therefore if road safety is
to move forward then there is a need to look beneath the surface of the lake and examine what lies
below. For too long the issue of speed has been holding road safety innovation in Victoria back.
Speed is the most classic example of the ‘chicken or the egg’ metaphor. Does speed cause errors, or
is speed what makes the error worse? It is the belief of the author that errors occur frequently
below the speed limit and that speed makes errors worse – therefore it is a contributory factor more
often than it is a cause. Simply targeting speed does nothing to counter bad driving practice. The
Victorian road using public,whatever they’re mode of transport has a right to expect more from its
public servants.
Until equal or more importance is attached to the issue of bad driving as it currently is to speeding,
things will not get better. This will require a ‘clean sheet’ approach to road safety.
The National Road Safety Strategy calls for a new approach and quite clearly states that the time is
right for change; this is true. The question is whether there is the political bravery needed to slip the
shackles of dogma and take that step.
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The attitudes of riders to safety and risk taking
It would be reasonable to say that most riders are highly aware of the risks associated with
motorcycles and have positive, socially aware personalities within which are well developed
attitudes to safety. Further, it would be true to say that no one takes up motorcycling in the belief
that it will be safer than either driving in a car or public transport. Therefore by popular definition
those that ride motorcycles are seen as ‘risk takers’ when compared with other road users.
Risk can be loosely defined as ‘the level of danger associated with a hazard perceived by the
individual’ (Armsby, Boyle and Wright, 1989)
Given that most if not all riders are very good at perceiving hazards, to apply the epithet‘risk takers’
to all riders is as patently flawed as it is a sweeping generalisation. It is also an undervaluing,
demeaning,based in misinformation and to some extent bias. It is like saying “all Muslims are suicide
bombers” plainly untrue and plainly unacceptable.

Riders are high level risk managers

Taking into account the previous statements, it would be foolish to say that risk taking does not exist
and there will always be those who desire to take risks. The same can be said of any activity. Yet risk
is vital to society and if one takes the time to consider, our society is founded on risk taking. From
the early settlers, to big business, without risk takers mankind would have died out millions of years
ago. The key to our evolution has been ‘risk management’. If one accepts that the majority of riders
are not risk takers, then they must be risk managers.
All riders are at their core risk managers. On any journey, they seek to arrive at their destination
alive, unharmed and in most cases achieve that goal. However, some of the activities associated with
the journey provide enjoyment and for some riders, introducing risk into the activity enhances the
enjoyment whether through completion (mastery) or demonstration (showing off). This then is the
risk taking component.
To simplify the above further, engagement in risk taking falls into two categories. Intentional and
unintentional. Intentional risk taking appears to be obvious, but unintentional risk taking is a
different thing altogether and is arguably the product of poor risk management skills.
Riders successfully manage risk every single time they ride. What’s more, they manage higher levels
of risk on a more frequent basis and demonstrate a higher level of that important skill than their car
driving counterparts through the increased sensitivity to the environment.
To demonstrate this simply requires a context.If we provide a range of potential harm in a
continuum, with minor injury being one and death being 10 and then apply that to a standard
journey this may assist in understanding the issue. If a rider and a driver travel to the exact same
location from the same location, then the driver may only experience low level up to a level
12

threewhiplash injury from tailgating sixtimes. The rider doing the same trip and experiencing the
same six tailgating behaviours will have to deal with a potential level 10 life threatening risk 6 times.
If a car pulls out from a side‐street, then the driver may face a level seven injury, whereas the rider
will face a level 7‐10 injury.
If the roads become wet and all turns and roundabouts become slippery, thus increasing the risk of
loss of control, then the driver will face a level 0‐3 risk because they cannot fall down. Once again
the rider may face anything up to a level 10 in each instance.
“Riding a motorcycle is a dynamic and complex psychomotor activity demanding simultaneous
processing of information on different cognitive levels as well as a variety of physical activities in a
constantly varying setting.” (Laporte, Espie, 2010)
A clear example of thiscan be seen in the way that riders deal with the continually changing
condition of the road surface. Given the disproportionate risk of physical harm in a collision that
accompanies motorcycle riding,then it should be recognised that motorcyclists are remarkably
successful in managing risk.
Certainly there is considerable research to support the notion that the ability to manage risk so
successfully is what makes motorcyclists better drivers.
It is therefore ironic that despite the evidence available, road safety experts in Australia do not
measure those skills in any scientific way, nor do they value them or indeed learn from them, in
order to educate the greater road user population.
Not once in a career in motorcycle safety spanning 27 years have I ever heard anyone say “what
positive skills can we learn from motorcyclists that can benefit other road users?”
There is a prevailing arrogance within the road safety industry in Australiathat harbours the belief
that by embracing and managing risk, motorcyclists are somehow of lesser intelligence and in need
of protecting from themselves. Consequently that same industry has been consumed with looking
inward at its own paradigmcreation and steadfastly refuses to accept opinion that contradicts its
own dearly held dogma when it comes to motorcycles.
Not that all motorcyclists are saints, far from it. As with all social groups there are those who might
be termed ‘mad or bad’. The mad riders are the ones that choose to ignore all the efforts made, all
the advice and any semblance of common sense in order to push the safety envelope in the pursuit
of pleasure. As it is these riders that occupy the media most through making the largest headlines, it
is these riders that set the prevailing negative stereotype.
Bad riders are the ones who for whatever reason are not ableto minimise and manage risk.
Sometimes this is through inexperience, ignorance or stupidity ‐ or indeed a combination of all
three. Once again as with any social group, these people are in the minority, but unsurprisingly, they
are the ones who share with the mad riders the highest profile. They are the ones that fuel the
stereotypes and damn all riders with their stigma.
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As I have said, the majority of riders are highly conscious of the need to stay safe and are proactive
in that pursuit, as evidenced by the purchase of protective clothing, the undertaking of advanced
training and the engagement with others in the promotion of safety.
In the last 12 months there has been a VicPol operation funded from the Motorcycle Levy called
Operation Yellow Flag Black Flag. This operation saw members of VicPol patrolling commonly used
motorcycle routes stopping riders and drivers providing information and advice relating to
motorcycle safety and where necessary issuing Traffic Infringement Notices. At this time we are not
aware whether the outcomes of the operation have been made public as yet, but as a member of
VMAC I can say that the results fly in the face of widely held beliefs regarding motorcyclists
particularly in regard to the following points.
Drugs, Alcohol

Most riders are broadly abstemious and highly conscious of the catastrophic effects of alcohol on
riding capability. The same applies to the use of so called ‘recreational’ drugs. It is widely known by
riders that there is a significant link between fatalities and alcohol,yet less widely known is the
effects of prescription drugs. In order to get a broader picture of the issue of alcohol in particular,
the inquiry should request and consider the findings of the Community Policing and Education
operation Yellow flag, Black Flag conducted by VicPol.
This operation clearly showed that the larger denomination of motorcyclists have a healthy respect
for the drink driving/riding laws.

Travelling at inappropriate speeds.

The issue of ‘inappropriate’ speed is always going to be contentious. Simply because the definition of
‘inappropriate’ is not only vague but also both personal and subjective ‐ unless it is actually
‘excessive’ speed relative to the speed limit.
The general interpretation of inappropriate for most riders is when a crash occurs that is underthe
posted speed limit. The circumstances can be very broad for such a crash, but in any specific
case,one could potentially argue that the speed was inappropriate for the conditions..
But that in itself is a sweeping generalisation and patently not true, as one can lose control not
through speed, but through the actions of another or an outside environmental influence that leads
to a breakdown in risk management.
In comparison to other countries, Australia statistically attributes more crashes to speed, yet in
many cases has a lower overall speed limit that is more rigidly enforced than those other countries.
This can be seen in the amounts of money collected in fines with the Herald sun reporting that 1.3
million Victorian motorists paid almost $250 million in speed and red light camera fines in the last
year. A staggering figure that completely undermines the premise that speed cameras prevent
speeding. If that were so then the numbers of fines would be decreasing. The figures simply do not
support the safety rhetoric. Given that the amount of fines has gone up by $13 million in the last
14

financial year, then it seems odd then that despite the increase in speeding the road toll has still
managed to go down.
It is interesting then to note that other countries such as the UK use the term ‘speed’ as less of a
generalism and are more specific in their analysis. This is a much more intelligent and useful
approach to what is a complicated subject that has been overly simplified in the pursuit of
acceptance of an enforcement solution that is in fact a road safety cul‐de‐sac.
An example of the breakdown of contributory factors in motorcycle crashes from the UK is shown in
the table below.

Contributory factor attributed to
motorcyclist
Failed to look properly
Loss of control
Failed to judge persons path and speed
Careless, reckless – in a hurry
Poor turn or manoeuvre
Learner/Inexperienced
Too fast for conditions
Slippery road (weather)
Sudden braking
Exceeding speed limit
Following to close
Aggressive driving/riding

Engine Size
>50cc
51‐125cc
18.5%
16.8%
11.9%
12.4%
12.0%
11.4%
11.2%
11.6%
8.8%
8.5%
23.4%
13.0%
6.1%
6.9%
9.3%
8.3%
5.7%
4.9
3.8%
2.0%
3.5%
4.5%
2.6%
2.1%

All riders
126‐500cc
14.3%
14.5%
11.4%
9.7%
9.6%
5.3%
6.4%
5.3%
5.9%
5.4%
3.1%
3.3%

500cc>
12.8%
17.5%
12.2%
9.6%
11.o%
2.6%
8.5%
4.6%
6.7%
7.8%
3.7%
3.7%

Number of casualties (=100%)
3690
5284
2549
8819
Table 2. Contributory factors in motorcycle accidents GB2007

15.1%
14.8%
11.8%
10.4%
9.8%
9.4%
7.4%
6.5%
5.9%
5.4%
3.7%
3.1%
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“The most common factors recorded by Police as directly contributing to motorcycle accidents are
failure to look properly and loss of control: other main factors recorded are failure to judge another
person’s path or speed, being careless, reckless or in a hurry, and speed.” (Hopkin,2009)
It is my contention that in Australia the issue of speed has been over reported, simply because the
data capture system is so crude that officers have little choice but to use ‘speed’ as a default ‘catch
all’ cause for crashes. This means that the ability to generate new and innovative solutions to road
safety problems based on targeted issues as shown above is hamstrung by a data collection system
that it is out‐dated and outmoded. In order to get a real handle on the problems, the acquisition and
interpretation of data needs to be addressed. Otherwise the real issues of road safety become
obscured by a smokescreen of ‘speed’.
Once again if we look at the Community Policing and Education operation Yellow flag, Black Flag
conducted by VicPol we find that motorcyclists are perhaps not the speeders as is commonly
espoused.
An example being the figures presented for the months of January and February 2011 that show that
in that period, 959 riders were intercepted compared with 135 drivers. Of those riders and drivers 26
drivers were issued with speeding infringements compared with 6 riders. This equates to 19% of
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drivers and a little over a half percent of riders. At a regional level 801 riders were intercepted and
1059 drivers. 165 drivers were issued with speeding infringements compared with 9 riders, equating
to 15% of drivers caught speeding compared with just over 1% of riders.
To return to the issue of ‘inappropriate speed’ there can be no doubt that inappropriate speed and
speeding require different strategies and solutions. For example, inappropriate may best be
addressed through rider training or the provision of information. Speeding on the other hand may be
best addressed by education and policing. However, first and foremost data needs to be captured to
get a handle on the size of the problem. This requires an agreed definition of what ‘inappropriate
speed’ is.
Following on from that, those charged with collecting the data and determining what is and what
isn’t inappropriate, must receive the correct training that allows them to make objective decisions.
Then and only then can rational solutions be determined.

Use of protective clothing (Personal Protective Equipment  PPE)
Recent research has clearly shown the benefits of wearing PPE in reducing injury and that there are
differing levels of protection afforded by different manufacturers. It is interesting to note that brand
reputation and quality do not always coincide.
While there has been much work done to specify a standard for PPE in Australia, although this would
appear to be a classic case of reinventing the wheel in light of the fact that the European CE standard
is perfectly acceptable, the quality is in the opinion of the author not the major issue.
While it is important to get riders to buy PPE, the real issue is getting those riders to wear it.
Many riders own PPE, but when the weather gets uncomfortably hot, they choose not to wear it and
often elect to wear less appropriate clothing than normal, such as shorts, singlets and no
gloves.There has been considerable talk regarding compulsion based on the costs to the community
associated with injury, it is the belief of the author that compulsion is not the answer for a number
of reasons, not the least being policing. This opinion is shared by many including the eminent British
PPE expert Paul Varnsveri who recently visited Australia as a guest of the TAC.
Failing to wear PPE is a clear example of intentional risk taking, but is often seen as a freedom of
choice issue rather than a safety issue. This is what needs to be addressed. Not through the removal
of freedom of choice, but through educating riders in the consequences of that choice.
The author has given some thought to the kinds of programs that might work and provided the
examples shown below:
Example 1
It’s a hot day, it’s your choice whether you wear your gear
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It’s your choice whether you lose the skin off your hands
It’s your choice whether you can go to the toilet by yourself
It’s your choice whether you break your bones
It’s your choice whether you have time off work or never work again
It’s your choice whether you force your family to look after you
Don’t make a stupid choice
Example 2
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Riders and drivers attitudes to each other
Riders’ Attitudes towards Drivers
Based on discussion with a large and ongoing sample of riders, riders generally believe that most
drivers hold a negative and adversarial attitude to motorcycles and their riders.
•

It is also believed that many drivers resent the freedoms and unique capabilities of
motorcycles. This might best be termed ‘performance envy’.

•

Most riders believe that the majority of drivers are low capability operators, divorced and
isolated from the complexities of the driving task through technology, comfort and
insulation.

•

Most riders believe that the majority of drivers are generally unaccepting and unaware of
the hazards they present through their bad driving habits and uncomprehending of the
consequences of their actions in relation to the safety of all Vulnerable Road Users including
riders. This is supported through research into driver errors. A recent study by Austroads
‘The Nature of Errors Made by Drivers’(2011) found “drivers most commonly made errors
related to speeding (violation), changing lanes without indicating immediately after turning
(failing to act), failing to indicate (fail to act) or indicating too early (action mistimed) and
travelling to fast for a turn (misjudgement).”

In a recent survey of NSW drivers, 55% reported having at least one experience of having seen a
motorcyclist only at the last minute when they were changing lanes. Perhaps what is more worrying
is that only 6% of these same drivers nominated changing lanes as a time when they should watch
out for motorcycles (Benton, 2002).
Based on the above it is easy to see how riders arrive at the conclusion that drivers are inadequately
educated in how to safely interact with riders on the road. This lack of education is evidenced by:
•
poor observation skills
•
poor understanding of the safety limitations and requirements of motorcycles
•
little understanding of the performance characteristicsof motorcycles
•
hierarchal prejudice based on the belief that driving a car elevates them above riders
The task of educating drivers in the needs of other road users has been poorly addressed for too
long.
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Riders Attitudes to other Riders
Riders view motorcycling as ‘life affirming’ and therefore all riders share the same acceptance of the
need to manage the risks associated with the mode regardless of the type of bike. However, all
riders have a differing idea of what is or isnot, risky, based on their experience or indoctrination.
Riders see each other as being segmented into groups usually linked by a common personality trait
or style of machine.
All riders are highly opinionated and in all sub‐groups there are set views regarding the subject of
risk taking behaviour.
As a generalism, most riders view other riders sympathetically simply because all riders face the
same hazards and prejudice.

Riders Attitudes to Government, Bureaucrats and Researchers

In order to find the answer to this question, the author asked a group of twelve riders:

•

When it comes to motorcycles, do you trust the government?

•

All of the riders felt that in order to understand riders, a person must be a rider. Anyone that
is not a rider is not to be trusted.

•

Government has historically enacted legislation that has made it more and more difficult to
ride.

•

Government is prone to knee jerk reactions to motorcycle issues.

•

Generally the riders felt that governments have no understanding of the uniqueness of
motorcycling and that politicians are manipulated by other agencies such as VicRoads, TAC
and VicPol through statistical misrepresentation.

•

Certainly amongst the group that there was a deep resentment and distrust of the above
three organisations who they believe foster and promote anti‐motorcycle.

•

It was also felt that Monash University Accident Research Centre simply delivers the
research to support the agenda of the research sponsor.
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Drivers Attitudes to Riders
At this time the over‐riding perception of drivers towards motorcyclists can best be described as
biased. Many drivers view riders as risk taking “temporary Australians” and regardless of behaviour,
type of bike or use of protective clothing, all riders are lumped together as being undesirable and
fundamentally anti‐social.
This is the result of a number of things;
Media representation – Recently TAC ran a campaign that purported to be aimed at riders. Indeed it
carried the catch phrase – Motorcyclists – it’s up to you.
Far from promoting safe riding, the film footage showed a rider riding in an unsafe and sometimes
illegal manner resulting in a sickening crash. Apart from alienating the target demographic, this
advertisement simply reinforced every negative stereotype the public has of riders.
Worse still, it presented a highly irresponsible message in that the message “it’s up to you” clearly
states that a riders safety is their sole responsibility and in so doing sanctions the abdication of
responsibility for poor and dangerous driving habits.
The misrepresentation of riders extends to other areas of media such as newspapers and talk show
hosts who often present riders as being antisocial and once again risk takers. It is the nature of
newspapers to sensationalise in order to sell papers, however no newspaper or indeed radio host
should be beyond accountability when it comes tothe public vilification of a legitimate and largely
law abiding sector of society.
The demonising of motorcycles and riders goes beyond what appears in newspapers and on the
radio. In the past TV, shows are not averse to presenting riders as being ‘bad boys’ and further
reinforcing prejudice.
It takes just one driver who feels sufficiently outraged in order to make a move that costs the life of
a rider. As a rider myself I have encountered numerous situations where drivers have acted
aggressively towards me and put my life in danger. Such life threatening events are commonplace
but of course unreported.
It is a fact that the vast majority of motorcyclists are decent, law abiding people who happen to
enjoy a particular mode of transport that is completely legal.
In a world where it is illegal and morally reprehensible to vilify any person for race, religion or
sexuality, such people should not be misrepresented in any way that may be construed as
discriminatory because of that choice.
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Therefore:
It is time that the representation of motorcyclists in a manner that fosters a negative image
leading to prejudice, discrimination or potential physical harm through behaviour detrimental to a
riders’ safety is outlawed.
Bureaucratic discrimination – It is widely known that within organisations such as VicRoads and
within road safety departments there are those in management positions that have voiced opinions
such as “Motorcyclists ‐ we should just ban them”. There is also an unwritten agenda that quite
clearly states that the organisation will not do anything that can be seen to be promoting
motorcycling.Both of the above I have heard in person on numerous occasions. It is the belief of the
author that this attitude has been an impediment to motorcycle safety.
It is my belief that such organisations or its representatives should not single out any particular
mode of transport to either promote or vilify. That is not their function and to do so goes beyond
their terms of reference.
Therefore:
No bureaucratic institution should allow within its structure any form of discriminatory ethos,
either tacit or explicit relating to any particular transport mode.

Responsibilities for improving the safety of offroad riders
The author is not well qualified to comment on the safety of off‐road riders however, the issue of
off‐road rider safety is one that has been overlooked for too long. In recent times the Department
for Sustainability and the Environment has done sterling work with off‐road riders. In order to
continue the work in improving safety for off‐road riders, funding should be provided to the DSE to
establish a dedicated department that undertakes the responsibility of working to improve off‐road
rider’s safety. This funding should come from the current Motorcycle Levy.

The efficiency and effectiveness of the accredited provider scheme in the
delivery and administration of motorcycle licensing
The accredited provider scheme is in a mess beyond VicRoads control. It is the opinion of the author
that there are two distinct issues, both of which require separate discussion. The first being
efficiency, which is related to productivity and the second being effectiveness, which relates to
delivery and quality.
Efficiency
As a process for the issue of learner permits and licences, the current Accredited Provider Scheme
(APS) which began in 1993 is incredibly efficient. This can clearly be seen by the growth in
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motorcycling over the last 20 years. Waiting times for courses, especially at this time are short and
the transition though the process does not take a long time. However, the issue with the APS is not
about its efficiency but its effectiveness in producing adequately trained riders.
Here then is the paradox. Despite the national downward trend for the motorcycle death rate,
within Victoria the number of deaths and serious injuries has seen a recent increase. Whether or not
that has anything to do with the standard of rider training at the licensing level is not known.
What is known is that the quality of the training has fallen significantly and has been falling for
sometime.
Effectiveness
In my role as Chief Motorcycle Instructor with VicRoads back in the early 90s I was charged with the
responsibility of implementing the Accredited Provider Scheme (APS) under the auspices of the then
Driver Standards Unit.
In respect of this I had and still have the widest knowledge of the original concept and standards of
delivery at that time. My knowledge has remained updated and current through over 20 years of
rider training delivery. I currently hold a National Diploma in Advanced Riding Instruction issued by
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA)
During the years since the APS was started in 1993 I have seen the APS go from what was regarded
as being amongst the very best training and testing in the world to a laughing stock.
At this time, I have worked for many of the providers and personally know many of the instructors
still carrying out the work. I can state categorically that the standard of training being delivered by
many of the providers, including those with the best reputations, is below what was expected at the
outset and that the training and testing has fallen to below an acceptable standard.
If the standards that were applied in the early days of the scheme were being applied today, the
industry would probably be forced to close.
Anecdotal and observed examples of providers taking shortcuts detrimental to rider safety are
numerous. One such can be found in the administration of the Learner Permit Skill Test slow ride
exercise. In this exercise the rider is required to ride at walking speed or less along an 18 metre path,
one metre wide using the clutch, throttle and rear brake simultaneously without stalling, crossing
outside defining lines or losing balance.
In contravention of the test requirements the provider allows the riders to ‘idle’ the motorcycle from
one end to the other, thus negating the need for good control. This practice has been going on for
years.
There are other examples, such as failing to teach riders good roadcraft skills and strategies,
inappropriate turning and cornering skills, incorrect licence test procedure and others.
This has come about through:
VicRoads
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor and ineffectual administration and auditing
A lack of technical and historical understanding of the exercises and standards required for
testing both at Learner Permit and Licence level
A lack of investment in the upkeep and upgrading of testing equipment
A lack of quality audit in the delivery of the training
A lack of expert knowledge of the subjects associated with the training
A disproportionate focus on paperwork process
Refusal to listen to outside advice

Providers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor training of instructors
Poor internal auditing
A focus on commercial considerations over quality and safety
Poor and inconsistent delivery of training
Short cutting when testing and failure to administer the test to the specified standards
Dissemination of misleading and dangerous advice

It is my belief that as a result of the substandard delivery of novice rider training and testing
through the APS over a protracted period, novice riders have been put in danger.
I can provide details of my experiences in support of the above at interview should it be required.
The current proposed GLS is vital to the re‐establishment of quality training and testing and that
every effort should be made to establish audit and quality control systems administered by experts
in the field that are also riders. The use of non‐experts by VicRoads in maintaining standards has
been an unmitigated disaster and has been instrumental in the current decline in standards.

Countermeasures used in Victoria, Australia and other comparable
overseas jurisdictions to reduce the number and severity of motorcycle
accidents with reference to
Road environment treatments,
While there have been some advances in Road environment treatments within Victoria, the large
gains have ‘run out of steam’. Some 10 years ago, VicRoads began a program of carrying out road
audits carried out by an expert rider with knowledge of road auditing, crash causality and crash
investigation. Initially those audits were carried out by myself and brought about quantifiable
benefits in crash reduction. At the time that the reports were made I qualified all recommendations
with the advice that the recommendations should not be considered a “silver bullet”, and that
ongoing rider audit should take place at regular intervals as part of a funded program. This was to
ensure that the gains made were not lost and further improvements could be made.
This advice was largely ignored. As a result while improvements still occur, the selection of
unqualified auditors and targeting of the treatments is questionable and the results arguably no
longer represent good value for money.
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The future
In order to develop new and effective countermeasures, there needs to be a shift in the way
motorcyclists are perceived and a major step forward might be that when dealing with motorcycles,
riders should be regarded as Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs) and no longer labelled as just
motorcyclists.
So who are the other VRUs?
This then groups riders in with other VRUs such as pedestrians and cyclists. The logic is simple, we,
like them are completely unprotected within the road system and so we share many of the same
problems. An added advantage is that in the eyes of the public, the term ‘vulnerable’ road users,
completely counters the profile of serial self‐harming risk takers that is so widely and erroneously
perpetuated.
Plainly VRUs suffer most within the road system and are at greatest risk.What’s more we also know
that motorcyclists are at greater risk compared with the others. It is my opinion that this is because
the road system is primarily designed to accommodate those at least risk, ie car drivers, with priority
given to sub issues such as expediency, capacity and mobility.
In the hierarchy of road safety importance, VRUs appear to feature as an adjunct to the critical
safety decision making processes. If you want an example, you need look no further than the
choice and fitment of roadside barriers that are designed with car drivers in mind above all others.
The green tree frog parallel
The green tree frog, like most frogs is a highly sensitive organism and its health directly reflects the
health of its environment. In simple terms, if the environment is sick, then the health and indeed
mortality of the frog suffers.
VRUs are the green tree frogs of the road environment and they are the best indicators of the
overall health of that environment. If the road environment is sick, then the symptoms are most
profound amongst those that are most sensitive, therefore the primary focus for a solution should
not disproportionally rest on the behaviour of the frog, but rather on the environment and the toxic
elements within it.
So there it is, just as with the GTF, the healthier the environment is for us as VRU’s, by extension the
more healthy it is for everyone else. Using the barrier analogy, if barriers are for example to be
installed on a route known to be a motorcycle favourite, then the first barrier choice should start
with the one that accommodates the characteristics of those at most risk of harm, and then
accommodate those that are more robust according to a scale of vulnerability.
At the start I said the issue of road safety is being approached from the wrong perspective. In order
to change this, there needs to be a fundamental shift in the way motorcycles and riders are
regarded. The only way to do this is through education and bureaucratic acceptance of the notion
that if you turn the current hierarchy of need upside down and design with the most vulnerable road
users as a primary concern, then everyone benefits.
This concept fits exactly with the Global Plan for the Decade of Action for Road Safety and the
promotion of the ‘Safe System’
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“The goal of a safe system is to ensure that accidents do not result in serious human injury. The
approach considers that human limitations – what the human body can stand in terms of kinetic
energy – is an important basis upon which to design the road transport system, and that other
aspects of the road system, such as the development of the road environment and the vehicle, must
be harmonised on the basis of these limitations.” (P9 ‐ Global Plan for the Decade of Action for Road
Safety 2011‐2020)

Behavioural change programs
Training
Once a clear and reliable picture of the motorcycle crash situation is known based on clear and
unambiguous, evidence based data, then steps can be taken to effectively deal with the issues.
Historically one of the major issues associated with rider training has been the lack of evidence that
it achieves anything in terms of road safety or improved safety. Yet despite the lack of evidence
available, advanced on‐road training (ORT) flourishes throughout the world for both drivers and
riders alike, indeed it could be asked, “if advanced driver training does nothing at all, then why are
Policeman, Fire Fighters and Ambulance drivers trained to an advanced level?”
The primary reasons for the failure of the academic world to find the evidence, has not been that
the evidence doesn’t exist. It is our contention that the researchers have been looking in the wrong
places, using the wrong methods,or the technology hasn’t existed or been used in this field.
In recent months there have been two reports that have emerged to support the concept of
advanced ORT as a method of improving experience levels for riders.
The first simply identifies the type of training and the demographic that would most appreciate this
type of training and the second identifies the principles and outcomes.
The ‘On‐road comparison of returned, continuing and new motorcycle riders’(Symmons, Mulvihill
and Collins MUARC 2011) attempted to compare the riding strategies of New Riders, Existing Riders
and Returning Riders (those who had previously held a motorcycle licence but had lapsed for a
period of years). The method used was to take all types of rider on a prescribed ride route and film
the riders’ behaviours. The film was then examined by instructors and the strategies identified and
compared. The outcome of the report was highly inconclusive in terms of the differences between
Existing Riders and Returning Riders, although there was a clear difference between New Riders and
the others.
The fact that the study did not support the notion that Returning Riders were less proficient may
have been because no real difference existed, or as has been mentioned earlier, that the
methodology was flawed. In our opinion it was the latter. Irrespective of the outcomes, a key finding
from the point of this proposal is contained in the following:
“It is reasonable to hope that newer novices will improve as they gain experience. However, it is not
likely that current returned and continuing riders will further improve (given that are not
substantially better than novice riders) without some form of intervention to strengthen basic skill
and insight.” Further “None the less, returned riders are more likely to take part in training if it is
marketed towards experienced riders rather than those whose skill set or level of experience has the
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potential to be perceived as anything below ‘experienced or ‘advanced’. Lastly “Rather than simply
trying to teach the basic skills component to an ‘experienced’ rider, a more effective method that
affords more respect for the riders’ degree of experience might involve the riders critiquing
themselves and each other with the assistance of a coach or facilitator rather than an ‘instructor’.”
The second piece of research comes from the Institute of Advanced Motoring (IAM) in the UK
conducted by the University of Nottingham and is titled “IAM Advanced Rider Performance – a
simulator study.” This study examined the differences between New Riders, Experienced Riders and
IAM trained riders using a simulator and a computerized hazard perception test. For the first time,
the findings are clear; “This research represents one of the first systematic simulator studies into
rider behaviour. It has demonstrated clear differences between the rider groups and potential
benefits to advanced training above and beyond rider experience and basic training. Whilst
experience seems to help rider skills to an extent, advanced training appears to develop deeper levels
of awareness, perception and responsibility.”
Currency
Many riders are what might be termed ‘seasonal’ in that they ride their machines during the
summer months or only when the weather is warm and dry. The seasonal riders might typically ride
at weekends or for riding holidays rather than for commuting. As a result their level of experience
lacks currency compared with a rider who rides all year round and in a wide variety of
circumstances.
The sudden upsurge in motorcycle trauma in the months of October and November when the
weather improves would seem to indicate that the lack of currency may well be a significant safety
issue. Certainly this is supported by a hugely qualified group of trainers from the US who recently
gathered for a meeting to discuss “The State and Future of U.S. Motorcycle Rider Training 2011”. This
gathering produced 21 recommendations for the improvement of rider training.
Recommendation 3
Every jurisdiction should sponsor annual “Spring Tune‐Up” events where riders can come and get an
hour or two or riding practice and tune up skills for a new riding season.”
Driver behaviour change

While the focus of attention for behavioural change programs will undoubtedly be on trying to find
ways of changing the behaviour of riders, equal consideration should be given to the issue of
changing driver behaviour. As has been discussed already, the poor standard of driving must be
addressed. Motorcyclists are 38 times more likely to be killed or seriously injured per 100 million
kilometres of vehicle travel. For the most part, this is because the rider is vulnerable to injury in the
same way as cyclists and pedestrians. While riders need to be educated and accept responsibility,
there is a wider responsibility for all road users to drive with the safety of others in mind.
The driver population needs to be made aware of Vulnerable Road Users. This job should not be the
sole preserve of the TAC whose preoccupation with shock and horror for so many years has created
an entire generation of fearful,low capability drivers. Instead road safety should be introduced into
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the state education system in a program of widespread public education that humanises VRUs and
underlines driver’s responsibilities.
It seems to be strangely inconsistent that education has such a strong academic focus when real
world skills like road safety are overlooked. It would be true to say that almost all children will
become road users at some point. Yet most leave the school system with little more than the habits
and behaviours of their parents and friends and possibly a few lessons with a driving instructor. They
may well then go on to accumulate 120 hours of driving experience, but the onus of sowing the
seeds of responsibility has fallen to the parents or friends who are themselves inadequately
prepared for the task and consequently may or may not do a good job.
Introducing road usage into schools allows for the exploration of the characteristics of all road users.
A young driver can learn about the limitations and practicalities of truck driving, the road laws that
apply to bicycles and the characteristics of motorcycles. Most of all they can learn tolerance, respect
and responsibility.
The appropriateness of the TAC premium for motorcyclists in relation to covering all riders
eligible to claim on the TAC scheme

This question is a little unclear in that it doesn’t provide enough information for a truly informed
answer. The TAC premium is an odd system in that the cost is levied on the machine but relates to
the operator, which suggests that the vehicle is the issue.
There has been considerable talk regarding the costs of riders compared to drivers and it has been
suggested that riders should pay more TAC premium to reflect the risk of injury, which is the product
of choosing a vehicle with less protection than a car. Paradoxically cyclists who are equally
unprotected pay nothing at all.
Furthermore, the same does not hold true for high powered, high risk cars or indeed high risk
drivers. The cost for a four cylinder hatchback is the same as for a Subaru WRX. A young 18 year old
P plater illegally driving a WRX pays the same as his sensible counterpart and will receive the same
cover.
The current TAC system is referred to as a ‘No fault’ system yet it appears that within TAC there
exists a culture of ‘in the event of a crash, all motorcyclists are at fault and the only question to
answer is by how much?’ It is the opinion of the author based upon actual experience with dealing
with TAC motorcycle claims, that the TAC does its best to mitigate payouts to riders at every
opportunity through extensive investigation of crash circumstances aimed at determining the causal
factors. This statement is based on having done consulting work both for the TAC and for those
seeking payment through the TAC system. Such practice would seem to be at odds to the ‘no fault’
ethos.
There is no doubt that motorcycle riders are more exposed to injury through the use of a motorcycle
for obvious reasons. Yet in terms of the harm potential of a motorcycle, in most cases the harm is
limited to the rider; the pillion in some cases, drivers in some cases and pedestrians rarely. When
one looks at the harm caused by a car crash, and the costs associated with the crash, rather than the
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cost being associated with the injury to the person, a better way of evaluating the costs should be
calculated by the costs associated with the event.
Thus if a two car crash results in serious injury to two drivers and two passengers, then the medical
costs should be calculated as a total of all the people involved.
The following is a further example of the inequitable nature of the TAC system. Car drivers kill and
injure themselves and other car drivers. They also exclusively kill and injure passengers up to five
depending on the capacity of the vehicle. Car drivers almost exclusively kill and injure pedestrians. It
is fair to say that almost 50% of motorcycle crashes are multi vehicle and even if one is conservative,
25% of those are killed and injured by the driver of the car. The same sadly goes for cyclists.
Is the TAC premium appropriate for motorcyclists? The question is the wrong question and might be
better worded as ‘Is the TAC premium appropriate for drivers?’

The effectiveness of the Motorcycle Safety Levy in improving rider safety in Victoria

The Victorian levy while contentious has arguably been the greatest rider success story to date and
provides the best evidence for our case I’ve ever seen.
Leaving aside the ethics of what is undoubtedly a discriminatory tax that penalizes the vulnerable for
being vulnerable – kind of like applying a levy on the frog for being like a frog and behaving like a
frog, the levy has achieved much. An example of which is the blackspot and blacklength program. It
could be argued that the engineering treatments on the Great Ocean Road for example should have
been carried out without the use of levy funding and this would be correct. Yet the results have been
categorically positive – and what’s more for all road users.
Furthermore, the use of the Levy is proof absolute of the benefits of adopting the Green Tree Frog
parallel to road safety.
What this has shown, is that proper and targeted investment that fast tracks the most vulnerable to
the top of the hierarchy of risk and most importantly, action, works. The evidence for this approach
is simply overwhelming and without the levy, it wouldn’t exist. Victorian riders might not like the
way it came about, but this is something all rider rep groups can and should be capitalising on to
present our case in the future.
The ways government can work with nongovernment stakeholders to achieve
motorcycle safety outcomes

In the opinion of the author, this is the most critical element of this submission. At this time, the
Victorian Government is in the process of establishing a Motorcycle Advisory Group. This is an
excellent step in the right direction so long as there is a fundamental shift in the way the
representatives of the government instrumentalities view the advice and input from non‐gov’t
stakeholders. There must be clear instruction from government that the overarching principles of
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improving motorcycle safety are of the utmost importance and that bureaucratic dogma and bias
can play no part in establishing a new direction.
With that in mind the following must be addressed:
•

One of the major mistakes the previous government made with the Victorian Motorcycle
Advisory Committee (VMAC) was that VMAC was seen as a puppet organisation of VicRoads
and the TAC and that its purpose was to ‘rubber stamp’ whatever VicRoads proposed.

•

Transparency. Any new advisory group must be transparent and accountable if it is to
receive any support at all by riders.

•

Increased general riding public involvement. This should take the form of:
o
o
o

Independent focus groups,
Public forums
The establishment of a new and professionally run, levy funded independent
Victorian Rider Representative group to be the conduit between riders and
government.

Summing Up

While this submission has not addressed all the issues identified as being significant by the
committee, it has attempted to deal with the ones that the author feels best qualified to comment
on.
There is no doubt that motorcycle safety has been improving for many years, but in order to move
forward further a number of issues have to be confronted.
The first being, that an exposed motorcyclist is no different to an exposed cyclist or pedestrian in
terms of vulnerability. Therefore it is inevitable that in the event of a collision, the rider will be hurt
and to expect that a zero motorcycle road toll can be achieved is utterly naïve. However this does
not mean that considerable gains cannot still be made through the implementation of innovative
solutions that come from fresh thinking. Fresh thinking requires a willingness to look beyond what
has been done before and willingness to listen to and take notice of, the people most familiar with
the issues. Bureaucrats and academics can never know what is important to a rider through
attending conferences or reading research and reports.
In order for research to be valid and of use, clear definitions need to be agreed upon relating to:
•
•
•

Experience
Inexperience
Inappropriate speed

In line with the National Road Safety Strategy and indeed the A new philosophy
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If we are to protect the road users of the future, then someone ‐ somewhere must face the needs of
proper education. As our traffic network increases and more and more people take to the roads,
then the greater the demand for understanding of responsibility and limits. This must be undertaken
at a time when young minds and attitudes are being formed and it must be undertaken by
professionals. To leave these vital lessons to parents or friends is irresponsible and foolhardy.
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